
Tamper Evident Face Films 
Topcoated PET Security Labeling

Capabilities Overview

Label Face Films



Tamper evident label 
face films for security 
and brand protection

Tamper evident labels reveal a “footprint” message if removed 

or tampered with, usually displaying the word “VOID” on both 

label and substrate. This alerts the end-user that the product 

has been previously opened. Typical applications include 

nontransferable labeling of pharmaceuticals, appliances and 

electronics, or anti-pilfering package seals for high value retail 

items. Avery Dennison Hanita offers a broad portfolio of top 

coated polyester tamper evident (TE) face films to the label 

industry, providing several dozen permutations of appearance, 

message and print compatibility.

Avery Dennison Hanita can also add additional security 

elements to upgrade tamper evident label face, such as covert 

or overt “watermark” brand identification; destructible print; 

fluorescent UV tagging; or permanent, non-resealable color 

change.

Films can be customized by a personalized message, with any 

choice of wording/graphics/logo replacing the conventional 

“VOID” text. Special features include exceptionally fine 

printing (from 1 mm pitch, 1.5 mm height) for small labels; 

total transparency; negative print; or No-Tack dry-peel film 

separation, specifically developed for use on cardboard 

substrates.

Personalized 
Attributes

Enhanced Security
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Print Compatibility options

•  Conventional print processes

•  Thermal transfer

•  UV Inkjet

•  HP Indigo®

•  Laser toner

Appearance options

•  Clear

•  Glossy silver

•  Matte silver

•  Glossy white

•  Matte white

•  Red

•  Blue/green

Message options

•  Visible

•  Covert

•  Custom color

•  Silver

•  White

•  Colored

•  Patterned/personalized

•  Negative

•  Fine print “mini-void"

DISCLAIMER: All Avery Dennison statements, technical information and recommendations are based on tests believed to be 

reliable but do not constitute a guarantee or warranty. All Avery Dennison products are sold with the understanding that purchaser 

has independently determined the suitability of such products for its purposes. All Avery Dennison's products are sold subject to 

Avery Dennison's general terms and conditions of sale, see: terms.europe.averydennison.com

©2022 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery Dennison and all other Avery Dennison brands, this publication, its 

content, product names and codes are owned by Avery Dennison Corporation and/or its Affiliates. All other brands and product 

names are trademarks of their respective owners. This publication must not be used, copied or reproduced in whole or in part for 

any purposes other than marketing by Avery Dennison.

About Avery Dennison
Avery Dennison Corporation (NYSE: AVY) is a 
global materials science company specializing 
in the design and manufacture of a wide 
variety of labeling and functional materials. The 
company’s products, which are used in nearly 
every major industry, include pressure-sensitive 
materials for labels and graphic applications; 
tapes and other bonding solutions for industrial, 
medical, and retail applications; tags, labels and 
embellishments for apparel; and radio frequency 
identification (RFID) solutions serving retail 
apparel and other markets. Headquartered in 
Glendale, California, the company employed 
more than 32,000 employees in more than 50 
countries in 2020. Reported sales in 2020 were 
$7.0 billion. 
Learn more at www.averydennison.com.

For further information contact hanita.labels@eu.averydennison.com


